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Abstract
This article contributes to the empirical under-001
standing of the discursivity of verb morphol-002
ogy and verb tense shifts in memory narratives.003
Specifically, we explore how the 2016 presiden-004
tial election result, as a historic and political005
event of the past decade, is recounted collec-006
tively through the lens of language use. In an007
online survey, 185 undergraduate students in008
the Computer Science department at the Uni-009
versity of Georgia were asked to remember the010
day they learned about the 2016 presidential011
election results and write a narrative of their012
experience. The results from our analysis show013
a distinct correlation between the political lean-014
ing of the surveyed population and verb tense015
shifts in their stories.016

1 Introduction017

People navigate life enduring experiences with dif-018

ferent emotional valence varying from negative to019

positive. Interestingly, bodies of evidence indicate020

that the feeling of remembering is heightened with021

emotion (Sharot et al., 2004); therefore, certain022

memories, as James et al. (1890) writes, feel as023

if they have “left a scar upon the cerebral tissues.”024

These memory imprints are not necessarily on an025

individual level but sometimes on the collective026

memory of a group or society. For instance, one is027

more likely to remember what they were doing in028

the event of an occurrence designated historic by a029

group they feel affiliated with. This phenomenon030

underlines the durability of emotional memories031

and subjective vividness of significant experiences,032

especially in the course of their expression. The033

underlying lingual aspect of remembering grants it034

a discursivity that permeates the psychological as-035

pect to the point that “ there is no realm of subjectiv-036

ity, unconscious feelings, or objective reality, that037

language does not reach” (Edwards, 2006). Fore-038

grounding this social dimension of human memory039

and its language-dependency, Zerubavel (2012) be-040

lieves we remember much of what we do only as041

members of particular communities. Thus through 042

memory as the central faculty of being in time 043

(Olick et al., 2011), we define our individual and 044

collective selves. This understanding of memory 045

narrative as a meaningful cultural and empirical 046

object demands an engrossing examination of the 047

socio-mental and pragmatic nature of language in 048

the discourse of remembrance. In this study, we in- 049

voke approaches from the field of memory studies 050

and are interested in the linguistic structures and 051

complexities thereof, as well as in the insights they 052

offer about how attitudes, emotions, and commu- 053

nity identification are revealed through patterns of 054

language use. This study explores how both salient 055

and political events of the past are recounted on a 056

collective scale. Specifically, the overall objective 057

is to contribute to the understanding of emotional- 058

ity in discourse by examining the morphosyntac- 059

tic constructs and temporal consistency in autobio- 060

graphical memory narratives. 061

We ask: Q1 How is language a gate to emotion- 062

ality and affect? Q2 Is there a link between our 063

political identities and the way we remember the 064

past? In answering these two questions, we identify 065

linguistic constructs that convey emotions, senti- 066

ments, and attitudes beyond what can be construed 067

from the lexical, syntactic, and semantic features– 068

irrespective of grammatical boundaries (Martin and 069

White, 2003). Our contribution is two-fold: First, 070

we introduce a memory narrative dataset of the col- 071

lected text from surveys of 185 participants reflect- 072

ing on and writing about the 2016 United States 073

presidential election in Spring 2019. Second, we 074

highlight the discursive function of verb tense shifts 075

in memory narrative by demonstrating the correla- 076

tion between the political leaning of the surveyed 077

population and a proposed metric we dub disconti- 078

nuity. 079

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: 080

Section 2 introduces the theoretical concepts that in- 081

form and inspire our research questions. In section 082
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2.2, we briefly review the philosophical concepts083

of affect– or simply the co-constitutive relation be-084

tween our bodies and the world– and emotionality,085

and then in Section 2.1 delve into inter-connective086

theories in psycho- and sociolinguistics and cog-087

nitive science surrounding memory narrative, and088

emotion. Next, we introduce and review our dataset089

from surveys in Section 3 and proceed to our re-090

sults and findings in Section 5. Finally, we provide091

a conclusion in Section 6.092

2 Background and Literature Review093

In this section, we provide an expanded view of094

theories and concepts on autobiographical memory095

and the function of emotion and affect enacted in096

the act of remembering.097

2.1 Psychoanalytic Affect and098

Autobiographical Memory Narratives099

Telling a story1 about a past event relies on experi-100

ence retrieval. It involves reconstruction and draw-101

ing on episodic memories, at times with greater102

cognitive effort for supporting details (Hauch et al.,103

2015). In this section, we focus on cognitive and104

memory-centered approaches, supplemented by105

socio-psychological considerations for the role of106

emotion and affect in the recall of collective expe-107

riences.108

When events elicit intensities of affect, the va-109

lence of the experience (i.e., the polarity of the110

associated sentiment, positive or negative) can im-111

pact the details remembered (Kensinger, 2009). In-112

terestingly, studies on autobiographical memory113

suggest that emotional self-appraisal of past events114

tends to be positively biased (Walker et al., 1997).115

The fading affect bias (FAB) is a tendency for emo-116

tions associated with negative or unpleasant-event117

memories to fade faster than emotions associated118

with positive-event memories (Walker et al., 2003).119

Therefore, the affective intensities of extreme and120

possibly traumatic memories dissipate over time.121

This understanding is more aligned with a construc-122

tivist concept of memory in which past experiences123

are reconstructed through remembrance such that124

they fit into a representation of the self.125

Although it is difficult and possibly hazardous to126

undertake the description of a historical event, the127

privileged rhetorical status of an observer would128

enable the individual to author a narrative by some129

1The terms ‘story’ and ‘narrative’ are used here inter-
changeably.

means. Biesecker (2002) highlights “what we re- 130

member and how we remember an event can tell 131

us something significant about who we are as a 132

people, about the contemporary social and politi- 133

cal issues that divide us, and about who we may 134

become.” Similarly, Heidegger (2010) believes we 135

are the sort of being that has a concern for what and 136

who it is and is constantly reflecting on its own past 137

(Brown and Reavey, 2017). Remembering the past 138

and making sense of the present are clearly inter- 139

twined activities. As an example, Zerubavel (2012) 140

underlines the difference between what Americans 141

and Indians tend to recall from wedding ceremonies 142

is a product of their having been socialized into dif- 143

ferent mnemonic traditions involving altogether 144

different mental filters commonly shared by their 145

respective mnemonic communities. 146

Evidently, memory narratives allow people and 147

groups to organize and make sense of complex 148

data of experience in ways that reflect their iden- 149

tities, goals, and values. Halbwachs (1992) con- 150

tends “a remembrance is a reconstruction of the 151

past achieved with data borrowed from the present.” 152

Regardless of the time directionality of these socio- 153

mental representations, past events are commu- 154

nicated following narrative conventions and plot 155

structures acquired during childhood (Brown and 156

Kulik, 1977). These conventions necessitate ad- 157

herence to a temporal structure (Bruner, 1990). 158

However, research on autobiographical memory 159

shows that memory narratives may contain abrupt 160

shifts from the past tense to the present tense, even 161

sometimes done intentionally in order to engage 162

the listener or the reader (Pillemer et al., 1998). In 163

affective situations, the protagonist experiences a 164

presence in the past that enables a vivid account 165

of the perceptual experience through a heightened 166

state of emotion. 167

This seemingly random switching phenomenon, 168

notably the intrusion of present tense into past nar- 169

ration, has been an object of interest in various gen- 170

res of narrative in a range of languages, ancient to 171

modern (Fleischman, 1985). However, by probing 172

the linguistic foundations in narrative performance, 173

we can minimize the cultural and temporal gap, 174

regardless of the genre and form of narrative. 175

2.2 Affect as a Residue of Lived Experience 176

The affective histories of lived spatiality and tem- 177

porality hold agency over the essence of sponta- 178

neous emotions and feelings at present. Affect, in 179
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this account, is not synonymous with emotion and180

emerges as necessarily entangled with memories181

and materials, sensations, and spaces (Robinson182

and Kutner, 2019). Thus, it falls within a space that183

is beyond the hermeneutically qualifiable. This un-184

derstanding of affective experience ensnares and185

subsumes emotion and is not reducible to singu-186

larizable, predictable, capturable, and identifiable187

feelings. However, this notion of affect does not188

deny or reject the subjectification of experience189

and only acknowledges an experiential dispersity190

that disrupts any fixation or stasis. Alcoff describes191

lived experience of the body “operating in vari-192

ous ways [that] invokes features of social realities,193

practices, and discourses and requires analyses that194

will not lose sight of [such] particularities” (Alcoff,195

2005).196

This conceptualization of our first proposed re-197

search question can be usefully done through Brian198

Massumi’s account of affect. For Massumi, affect199

describes an autonomous system of intensity, ‘as-200

sociated with nonlinear processes: resonation and201

feedback which momentarily suspend the linear202

progress of the narrative present from past to fu-203

ture’ (Massumi, 2002). The remembering “I” in a204

narrative is a fiction composed of multiple connec-205

tions inside, outside, and through the body; it is “a206

protagonist that cannot be resolved or recognized207

as such” (Manning, 2013).208

Arguably, the conception of affect as pre-209

individual and disperse that possibly decouples af-210

fect from emotion and meaning is not incompatible211

with our collective and distributed understanding212

of affect that neither emanates from nor belongs to213

a single individual subject but it is diffused across214

collective assemblages that encompass both bodies215

and language.216

Motivated and informed by the theoretical con-217

cepts of memory narratives, emotion, and affect218

discussed above, we intend to put affect to work219

in ways that fulfill its theoretical potential without220

either reducing it to psychological conventions that221

focus on individual feelings and emotions or ele-222

vating it to higher levels of abstraction. One way223

to account for operationalization of the affective224

intensity in memory narratives lies in the extent to225

which temporal rhythm is disrupted by a shift in226

time, like an inadvertent intrusion of present tense227

into a past narrative. Reflecting on theories, we,228

therefore, premised our investigation described in229

detail in Section 5 upon the assumption that col-230

lective memories are structured linguistically and 231

there exist multiple layers of meaning and affect 232

surrounding the representations of the past and the 233

present. Accordingly, operationalization of the tem- 234

poral shifts in a memory narrative foregrounds the 235

disconnection of affect from meaning and favors 236

the narrative’s affective rhythm as a primary and 237

meaning as a secondary. Empirically, the affective 238

rhythm can be parsed and analyzed by consider- 239

ing verb tense as a temporal marker. Although the 240

function of verb tense in a narrative is not basically 241

that of temporal reference, which in most narrative 242

forms is a priori past tense, tense shifts would push 243

it into pragmatics, ceding its study to discourse 244

narrative. To further highlight the discursivity of 245

morphosyntactic tense shifts, we endeavor to cor- 246

relate the temporal structure of memory narratives 247

with collective identities of the studied population 248

around social movements and party politics (liberal 249

and conservative ideologies) in the United States. 250

3 Dataset 251

Here we describe our process for creating the 252

dataset from the conducted anonymized surveys. 253

3.1 Survey 254

The surveys2 were administered in one non- and 255

two proctored sessions using Online Qualtrics Sur- 256

vey Software3 in Spring 2019. They consists of 29 257

questions, including 22 demographic items (e.g., 258

education, job, social and political affiliations) and 259

7 items particularly related to the 2016 presidential 260

election results. In the two specific items regarding 261

memory narratives, the participants were asked to 262

describe the day they learned about the presidential 263

election results in 2016 using the prompts: “What 264

is happening around you?” and “Describe how 265

feel?”. To encourage the use of elaborate events, 266

no maximum word limit was imposed on the length 267

of the narratives. Responses to the survey were au- 268

tomatically recorded via Qualtrics. Surveys that 269

were returned less than 100% complete were not 270

considered in the analysis. 271

3.2 Respondent Demographics 272

The average age of participants (n=185) is 22.34 273

years old. Participants are predominantly in their 274

fourth and third year of college, 63%, and 33% 275

respectively. Of the participants, 75% identified 276

2Consent for using data was obtained through Qualtrics.
3https://www.qualtrics.com/
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Figure 1: Summary distribution of political leaning
score for three political groups. Political leaning is
devised to reveal the political affiliation of participants
in ‘other’ group.

as male by choosing male pronouns (he/him) as277

their preferred pronouns, 22% identified as female278

by choosing female pronouns (she/her) and 2% as279

non-binary by selecting they/them. 70% of the280

undergraduate students reported the United States281

as their place of birth. 51.87% reported both par-282

ents born in the United States, and 40.11% having283

non-native parents. 64.17% of the respondents re-284

ported both parents having a university degree, and285

17.11% reported neither of their parents not hold-286

ing a university degree. 16.04% and 49.20% self-287

identified as conservative and liberal, respectively,288

and 34.76% as “other”. 81.82% were eligible to289

vote in 2016 of which 13.37% voted for Donald290

Trump, 33.16% Hilary Clinton, 4.8% Gary John-291

son, and the other 48.66% preferred not to answer292

the question4.293

4 Method294

In this section, we describe our approach to iden-295

tification of the main verb in memory narratives296

and calculation of the political leaning of the par-297

ticipants based on their stances concerning social298

issues.299

5 Experiments and Results300

5.1 Political Leaning301

Gauging an individual’s political leaning is one of302

the most significant and enduring foci of political303

science. The results from the survey show levels of304

inconsistency between participants’ self-claimed305

political leaning and their political standings on306

4We will open-source the data and the code upon accep-
tance of the paper.

social issues. Toward gauging the affiliation of the 307

participants who did not pigeonhole their politi- 308

cal identities into “liberal” or “conservatives” cate- 309

gories by selecting “other”, we devised a procedure 310

that would assign a numerical score to the level of 311

conservativity or liberality of the participants. With 312

this procedure we can find the political affiliation 313

of the “other” group to have a more comprehensive 314

sample. We show that what we define as political 315

leaning is aligned with the political identity that 316

participants claimed. Figure 1 demonstrates the 317

distribution of participants’ political leaning scores 318

across the three categories. As evident in the figure, 319

the “other” category is closer to the “liberal” class, 320

while the “conservative” category is more diffuse 321

and incoherent. 322

To devise the political leaning metric, we asked 323

participants to disclose their opinions on seven ma- 324

jor social issues, namely Abortion Rights, Black 325

Lives Matter, LGBTQA+ Rights, Public Health 326

Care, Climate Change Denials, Strict Gun Con- 327

trol, and Strict Immigration Laws. The participants 328

could be for, against, or undecided toward these 329

issues. We assign a score to each social issue and 330

a weight to each group (i.e., for or against groups). 331

The overall political leaning score is the weighted 332

sum of score values in both groups: 333

political leaning =
∑
s

∑
w

s× w

where s is the issue score and w is the group 334

weight. Among all social issues, Abortion Rights, 335

Black Lives Matter, LGBTQA+ Rights, Public 336

Health Care, and Strict Gun Control are assigned a 337

score of 1, and Climate Change Denials and Strict 338

Immigration Laws are assigned a score of -1. Also, 339

for group has a weight of 1 and against group has 340

a weight of -1. For instance, a participant who is 341

for Public Health Care and Strict Gun Control and 342

is against Strict Immigration Laws receives a score 343

of 3. 344

5.2 Discontinuity: Verb Tense Shift 345

The main verb of a sentence is one of the indi- 346

cators of temporality in a sentence. In order to 347

empirically analyze the structure of a sentence and 348

detect the verb phrases, we utilized constituency 349

parsing to detect the primary, secondary, auxiliary, 350

and modal verbs in the narratives, and then using a 351

rule-based classification on the part-of-speech tags 352

used in the Penn Treebank, we distinguished be- 353

tween past and present tenses in the data. Arguably, 354
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Figure 2: Distribution of discontinuity measure for the
two political groups. Discontinuity is defined as the
number of shifts in verb tense of a narrative normalized
by the total number of verbs.

the perfective tenses are complex morphosyntactic355

constructions due to the multiplicity of their se-356

mantics and uses. In English, perfects are made357

of an auxiliary (“have,” “be”) followed by a past358

participle. In our categorization, present perfect359

and present perfect continuous were classified as360

“present”, and past perfect as “past”. Continuous361

tenses were classified according to their respective362

auxiliary verbs (“is,” “are,” “was,” “were”). Reduc-363

ing all verb phrases tags to “present” and “past”,364

we measured the number of verb tense shifts oc-365

curred at a clause level in the memory narratives366

of each participant. We define discontinuity as the367

normalized version of the number of shifts in verb368

tenses in a narrative. For example, in “My peers369

are mixed between joy and distress, although the370

majority of my friends are in distress. There were371

cheers in my dorm hall when it was announced372

that Trump won.”, the discontinuity is measured373

0.2 since there are five verbs and one tense shift.374

Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of discontinuity375

measure for the two political groups of liberals and376

conservatives.377

5.3 Discussion378

We try to ground our study upon the rejection of379

dichotomies and demarcations on which modern380

social sciences are founded and demonstrate a will-381

ingness to search for a new paradigmatic frame-382

work for the interpretation of affective memory and383

its function from an empirically social and linguis-384

tic perspective.385

Admittedly, the shifts examined in our prelim-386

inary study do not appear to be part of a deliber-387

ate presentational style used as a rhetorical device.388

Rather, the occurrence of verb tense shifts is influ- 389

enced by underlying socio-political and psycholog- 390

ical characteristics of the event, namely the 2016 391

presidential election and the participants. Accord- 392

ingly, our findings suggest that the temporal dis- 393

continuity in narrative characterized by the shifts in 394

verb tense is indicative of the emotional salience of 395

the described experience (Brown and Kulik, 1977; 396

Chafe, 1990; Neisser, 1982) and correlates directly 397

with the calculated political leanings of the stud- 398

ied collective. The sentiment analysis of the pro- 399

vided adjectives by which the emotionality of the 400

participants’ experiences upon learning the presi- 401

dential election results was expressed corroborates 402

the heightened affect. The intrusion of the present 403

tense in autobiographical memory narratives is sug- 404

gestive of a lucid description of perceptual experi- 405

ences of live quality (Pillemer et al., 1998). Indeed, 406

the inadvertent slips into the present at emotion- 407

ally and perceptually salient points support the idea 408

of the multiple-leveled, language-based, narrative 409

level of memory representation (Brown and Ku- 410

lik, 1977; Spence, 1984). According to Pillemer 411

et al., verb tense shifts in memory narratives point 412

to the existence of “functionally distinct but inter- 413

acting representational systems”. They continue 414

that present tense autobiographical accounts may 415

occur when unusually affective and imagistic rep- 416

resentations intrude into ongoing, purposeful narra- 417

tive processing. 418

Writing a memory narrative entails not only 419

the expression of affect but the re-experience of 420

it. As Probyn (2010) states, as one writes “af- 421

fects can seem to get into [their] bodies”. This 422

act of remembering, in conjunction with writing, 423

always involves a heightened intensity of experi- 424

ence (Richardson, 2013). 425

5.4 Limitations 426

It should be noted that this study is not without 427

limitations. The majority of participants are male, 428

and the data is small in size. As with all studies 429

that utilize similar methodologies, small sample 430

sizes may lead to falsity. Also, identifying the full 431

complement of factors that prompts a present tense 432

intrusion into the recounting of a past episode is a 433

task for future research. 434

6 Conclusion 435

In this paper, we focus on exploring the intercon- 436

nectivities of diverse fields and searching for lin- 437
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guistic constructs capable of recruiting empirical438

and discursive support. In addressing Q1, we con-439

clude that the intensity of emotions, or subjective440

experiences, are manifested in language use within441

and beyond morphosyntactic structures. Corre-442

spondingly, in autobiographical memory narratives443

of the studies group, the verb tense shifts are being444

used discursively, and the affective dimensions of445

their subjectivity and objective reality are clearly446

reflected in their language use. Moreover, as an447

answer to Q2, we find a distinct link between the448

political leaning and the level of discontinuity, in-449

dicating higher levels of emotional salience. We450

believe in the absence of such an account, the rep-451

resentation and analysis of emotionality in the dis-452

course of memory narratives would be negligent453

of the underlying morphosyntactic constructs in454

language.455
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